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Vacation rentals villaVacation rentals villa

6 rooms6 rooms

Surface : 138 m²Surface : 138 m²

Surface of the land :Surface of the land : 2500 m²

Exposition :Exposition : Sud

View  :View  : Alpilles

Inner condition :Inner condition : GOOD

Features :Features :

8x4 pool, Fibre, reversible air conditioning,

Bedroom on ground f loor, double glazing,

Laundry room, Automatic gate 

4 bedroom

1 terrace

2 show ers

2 WC

8 garage

3 parkings

Document non contractuel
17/05/2024 - Prix T.T.C

Villa 560s Saint-Rémy-de-ProvenceVilla 560s Saint-Rémy-de-Provence

Charming villa of 135 m², nestled on the picturesque heights of Saint-Rémy-de-
Provence, offering a breathtaking view of the majestic Alpilles massif. As soon as
you enter, you will be greeted by a bright living room bathed in natural light,
accompanied by a fully equipped independent kitchen where culinary conviviality is
in the spotlight. The 3 single-storey bedrooms, with a separate bathroom and
toilet, offer unparalleled comfort and privacy. Upstairs, an additional bedroom
awaits you, offering a breathtaking view of the Alpilles range, as well as an
independent bathroom and toilet, guaranteeing an ideal private space for guests or
members of the family. family in search of tranquility. Outside, the villa opens onto
a beautiful terrace ideal for relaxation and outdoor dining. The 2500 m² land,
decorated with olive trees, offers a green and peaceful setting, while the 8x4m
swimming pool promises refreshing moments on hot summer days. To complete
this idyllic picture, 10 deckchairs are available for you to relax by the swimming
pool, as well as a Weber barbecue for unforgettable grilling evenings. This villa is
much more than just a property, it is a haven of peace where every detail has been
thought of to offer an exceptional living environment in the heart of Provence.
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